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Sandra Allen’s 2011 
graphite on paper 
drawing Sinew hangs 
behind a vintage 
sculpture in the 
great-room. Richard 
Hallberg worked  
with art consultants 
Lloyd Speed and 
Evan Scheele of  
S3 Contemporary  
to curate the art 
collection in the airy 
coastal house he 
designed for a client.
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t is said that sculpture 
is about uncovering 
the form within, taking 
matter away until all 
that’s left is the essence 
of the material itself. 
Richard Hallberg, a 

Los Angeles-based 
interior designer who is known 
for his sophisticated, streamlined 
aesthetic, approaches design in 
much the same way: stripping 
away pattern and structure 
until a space becomes more an 
atmosphere than a room. He 
knows a job is complete when all 
that visitors remember is a feeling.

“I wanted the house to be a wow 
without screaming—an unspoken 
wow,” Hallberg says of his recent 
Cape Cod project. “You don’t 
know what gives it that quality; 
it’s not any one thing. When you 
leave the house, I don’t want you 
to remember anything except that 
it was an incredible experience.”

Located on a small island just 
off the Massachusetts coast and 
overlooking a bird sanctuary, the 
home respects its surroundings 
while reinventing the Cape Cod 
vernacular in a fresh, youthful 
way. A traditional cedar-shingle-
clad exterior leads to interiors 
framed in reclaimed weathered 
beams. Hand-selected from 
vacant barns across the country, 
they create the illusion of 
authentic bones, uncovered and 

I   

A custom table from Hallberg’s  
furniture company Formations centers  
a series of gathering spaces on the 
home’s main floor. John Baldessari’s  
lithograph with screen print series, 2623  
Third Street, Santa Monica, flanks a 
contemporary stainless-steel fireplace.
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Paola Lenti chairs, 
above, add softness  
and texture to the 
clean-lined dining  
room. Artwork includes 
a pair of 1968 Claes 
Oldenburg screen  
prints and a 2013  
Martin Kline painting, 
Mirror, Mirror. Custom 
chairs by Hallberg,  
right, complement  
Max Frintrop’s  
abstract artwork in  
the breakfast room. 

emerging from the surrounding 
drywall. “We wanted it to look like 
we’d exposed some of the existing 
structure of the original building, 
even though it really wasn’t there  
to begin with,” Hallberg says. “In 
everything I do, I’m always looking 
forward but nodding to the past, 
because everything, including 
contemporary design today, comes 
from history.”

For Hallberg, the tranquility 
of the home is rooted in a palette 
referencing the ocean-worn shingles 
distinctive of the region. Gray-
washed oak and polished limestone 
flooring create a continuous flow 
of color, while midcentury modern 
furnishings and contemporary art 
anchor rooms with strong geometry. 

“Going into this project, we knew 
we were going to establish an art 
collection to really give us our pop 
and our background color,” Hallberg 
says. “But we wanted to make sure 

there was nothing 
jarring in any way 
so the people, the 
entertaining, and  
the views became  
the most important 
part of the house.” 

Designed as a 
vacation gathering 
space, the home’s most 
subtle but ingenious 
quality is its ability 
to expand and retract 
depending on the number of people 
within. In winter, a first-floor master 
bedroom allows the homeowner 
to live as if she’s in a single-story 
cottage; in summer, upstairs guest 
bedrooms fill with three generations 
of family. As seasons change and 
the days wax and wane, shadow 
and texture—amplified by generous 
expanses of windows—supply the 
final ephemeral layers: the absence of 
constancy and an abundance of light. 
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In the whitewashed  
sunroom, above, dark  
aluminum Kettal  
chairs and an aged  
iron-and-gesso  
chandelier balance  
the airy scheme. 

A vintage Arne  
Jacobsen Egg chair  
and footstool in the  
master bedroom,  
left, continue the  
home’s occasional  
pops of green, also  
present in custom  
acrylic drawings by  
John Guthrie. 

Hallberg used the  
geometric base of  
Formations’ Nelson  
table lamp as  
sculpture on the  
upper landing table,  
opposite. A Patterson  
Flynn Martin rug  
brings subtle texture. 
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